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A INTRODUCTION 

A revrew IS presented of recent progress m the detarled understandmg of spm-forbrdden 

electronic excrtattons in transrtron metal complexes The quantum mechamcal descrrption 

of the role of spur-orbrt couplmg m such transitions 1s outhned and related to experimen- 

tal values of the oscrllator strength for the absorption of light These mtenstttes arc shown 

to be a sensitive measure of certam features m the electronic wave-function Emphasis is 

placed on the direct coupling of states of drffenng spin by various spin-dependent radiative 

operators_ For bmuclear and polynuclear complexes there 1s also the posstbrllty of spm- 

forbidden transrtrons occurring vra an exchange-dependent mechanism rather than via 

spm-orbrt coupling The experimental evidence for this is revrewed and related to recent 

studies of the couphng between spin excltatlon waves and electronic excltatlon waves In 

magnetically ordered transrtron metal salts 

During the past two decades we have seen a great advance m our understanding of the 

electronic structure of transitron metal complexes 1 Whde a variety of experimental tech- 

niques have contributed to this progress, a central role has been played by electronic spec- 

.9 troscopy in the vtsrble and UV spectral regtons Absorption expermients have probably 

played a greater roie than emrssron studres because the former yield mformatron about 

more excited states than the latter The electronic transittons responstble for the absorp- 

tion bands frequently mvolve the rearrangement of electrons wrthm the partially filled d 

shell of the central ion, although other types, such as &and-to-metal charge transfer tran- 

srtrons, may be observed The former type, often called a crystal-field transttion. IS gener- 

l Alfred P Sloan Research FelIow 
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ally weak m mtenslty because of the parity forblddeness for an electric dipole process ’ 
This restrrction IS usually overcome by the presence of static non-centrosymmetrrc com- 

ponents of the crystal field or by a vrbroruc mechanrsm mvolvmg a surtable non-centro- 

symmetric vrbratron. A weak but parity-allowed process such as the magnetic dipole 

mechamsm may also occur 

Many of the more rnterestrng and important crystal field transitions involve states of 

drfferent total electronic spur 3 The most famous example IS probably the red emrsston 

line of the ruby laser, the transrtron bemg from the 2Egexcrted state of Cr II1 m a nearly 

octahedral srte m AlTO to the 4A 2gground state Smce transrtrons m whrch the spm 

changes cannot occur via electrrc dtpole, magnettc dtpole or electric quadrupole mecha- 

nisms unless some spur-dependent tnteractron such as spur-orbrt couphng IS operatrve, 

these transitions, rf panty-forbidden as well, are characterrstrcally extremely weak It IS 

the nature of these spin-dependent mtensrty mechanisms that we wrsh to explore m thus 

revrew 

B. CllNfRAL TREATMENT OF SPECTRAL INTENSITIES 

Spectral absorptron mtensrtres can be converuently expressed 495 m terms of the dt- 

menstonless oscrllator strength 

f= 
1 000mc2 In 10 

No72 
s e(e) dF (1) 

where No IS Avogadro’s number, m the electron mass, -e the electron charge, c the veloc- 

ity of light and e(V) the molar extmciron coefficrent for hght with frequency Y = cp For 

Gaussran lure shapes 

s e(ii)dY = (rr/ln 2)+eo6 (2) 

where eo IS the maximum extinction coefticrent and 6 1s the half-wrdth m cm-’ at half- 

height, so that 

f=9 20x 10-9E06 (3) 

The semi-classical quantum theory of radlatlon yields ’ an expresslon forfm terms of 
matrix elements Mob between rrutral state a and final state b, VIZ 

f= 9 lMab I* (4) 

where fi IS Planck’s constant drvrded by 2n. For unpolarized light passmg through an iso- 

troptc medium 
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+*c wQ,plb)l*+. } 
402 ap 

Here the terms represent the electric dipole, magnetic drpole and electrrc quadrupole con- 
trtbutrons, the last havmg for an operator the traceless quadrupole tensor Q wrth elements 

QQP = rJP - +r 26,p, where 6aP denotes the Kronecker delta The operators R, L + 2s 
and Q are one-electron operators, meanmg that each 1s a sum over electrons of one-electron 
terms, such as R = C rI, where rl 1s the positron vector for the tth electron Srmdarly (L + ZS) = 

X(1, + 2s,) where f, and s, denote operators for the orbrtal and spur angular momentum of 
the lth electron 

Although no derivation of eqns. (4) and (5) will be grven here, rt wdl be important for 

our later drscussron to note that all terms rn eqn (5) except that mvohng the ekctron 
spm S are obtained ’ from the interaction of the electron lmedr momentum p wrth the 
vector potential A of the electromagnettc field The Hamrltoman representmg thts mter- 
action IS a familiar result of trme-dependent perturbation theory and rs, for a system wrth 

12 electrons, 

H=$ 2 A,-p 
I 

I=1 
(6) 

where the second-order term, contamrng A:, has been omitted. The electnc dipole con- 
tribution in eqn. (5) is the term arising from the spatraliy unrform part of the time-varyrng 
vector potential A, the matrix elements of P s Cp, thus requrred may rf desired be con- 
verted to matrix elements of R by use of the commutator 

rndR p=- 
dt 

=y [R, HoI (7) 

where Ho IS the unperturbed Hamrhonidn of the system, t IS \/-I, and [R. Ho] = 

RHO - HoR Thus 

(alPIb)= fi *(Eb-Eo)(aIRib) (8) 

where I a ) and I b ) are ergenstates of Ho with energy elgenvalues E, and Et, respecttvely 
A srmrlar analysis yields the electric quadrupole and orbital magncttc dipole contrrbutrons 
to eqn. (5) m terms of the linear variation of A across the molecule, this variation being 
very small for wavelengths large relattve to the molecule_ Of particular importance are the 

modrficattons of eqns. (6)-(8) that arise when spm-orbit couphng IS nnportant. Fmally, 
the spur magnetic chpole contrrhutron arises from the direct mteractron of the spm mag- 
netic moment with the magnetic field of the radratton. 
C%KWCZ Chem Rev., 8 (1972) 
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For molecules m A medmm wth Index of refractlon II, each contrrbutlon tofmust be 

multlphed by an appropriate factor 6, which IS Oi2 + 3)2/9n for an electric dipole, 11 for 

a magnetic dipole, and rz(tz2 + 2)?/9 for an electric quadrupole For vtslble hght and water 

these factors are I 19, I 33 and 2 10, respectively. A suggestion has been made ’ that 

otherwise feeble quadrupole transitions m rdre earth Ions might become considerably en- 

hanced due to the presence of highly polarlzable hgands or solvent molecules The ewdence 
to date for such “pseudo-quadrupolar” transitions does not appear to be conclusive 

in general, the spectra of transItion metal complexes can be accounted for via an elec- 

trlc dipole mechamsm There are a few mterestmg cases where a magnetic dipole process 

has been shown to be operative *-“, but there IS no evidence for an electric quadrupole 

process Hlgher multlpole processes are even less ldely, although the next sectlon de- 

scribes their possible role m spm-forbldden transitIons For atoms described by Russell- 

Saunders couplmg. such that L, S. ML and kf, are good quantum numbers, the magnetic 

moment vector (L + 3s) has only matnx elements diagonal m L and S, with AIM, = 0, tl 

and A15f~= 0, +1 Further, orthogonahty condltlons ensure that different multlpleis with 

the same L dnd S are not connected These selectlon rules have important consequences 

for sprn-forbidden magnetic dipole transltlons such as observed in some ivln” complexes 

C SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING 

The effects ’ ’ of spin-orbit couplmg In our conslderatlon of radiative processes are 

three-fold 

(1) Changes produced m state energies by sphttmgs and/or shifts 

(2) Changes produced m wave functions 

(3) Changes produced m quantum meLhamcal operators used for expressing radiative 

transition rates or OSCllldtOr strengths_ 

The effects on energy levels m terms of first-order Lande’sphttmgs and second-order shifts 

are too famlhJr to discuss further l2 _ The most Important effect on wave functions IS to 

mix states of dlfferent spm mult~plmty. thus destroying S and Al, as good quantum num- 
bers .md providing the basis for nearly all treatments of spin-forbidden transltlons in atoms 

and molecules Mlzushtma I3 has pointed out that such transitions can also occur without 

spin-orbit couphng by a suitable higher multipole tranntlon, such as magnetic quadrupole 

for AS = 0 or + 1. even-to-odd transltlons, and magnetic octupole for AS = 0 or t 1, even- 

to-even and odd-to-odd transitions These processes. are, however, expected to be extremely 

weak and ummportant relative to spin-orbit-dependent processes, except possibly for 

systems with atoms of very low atomic number ‘4 

The spin-orbit interaction for an N-electron atom wrth nuclear charge Ze IS given l5 by 
-r 

(9) 
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where the energy ts medsured tn ergs, f, ts the distance tn Lenttmeters of the rth electron 

from the nucleus. rr, the distance between the gth andjth electrons and p, IS the linear 

momentum operator - SiV for the Ith electron_ The vartous spin and orbttal angular mo- 

mentum operators are tn units offi. The first term. wtth a summation over all electrons. 

represents the coupling due to the electrtc field of the nucleus The second term 15 summed 

over all electron patrs, wtth I #I tmplytng the separate inclusion of I >] and i < J Al- 

though the Coulomb rep&ton does not Include separate contrtbuttons for these cases 

HSO does Thts can be seen by reahztng that the part of the second term containing si 

represents the ~ouphng for the Ith electron due to the electrtc field of the Ith eltctron. 

whle the part contammg s, represents the interaction of the orbltal magnettc moment ot 

the tth electron wtth the sptn tnagnettc moment of the Jth electron, the correspondtng 

terms gtven by tnterchangtng I and J are separate contrtbuttons and are tntluded tn the 

summatton. The dtpolar spin-sptn contrtbutton IS also of the ordet (~u’L ‘)-* but has 

been ornttted from eqn (9) since tt makes no dtrect contrtbutton to the spin-otbtt cou- , 

pltng constant although tt can contribute to devldtlons from the Lnde’tnterval I ule. 

It 1s mterestmg to note that those terms tn eqn (9) representmg the couplmg of the 

spin and orbital moments of a given electron due Co rhe eleLtrtc field of the nu4eus and 

the other electrons are best viewed tn the laboratory frame of reference ds interactions 

tnvolvtng the veloctty-dependent electric dipole moment Jo< of the electron Theze terms 

are derived ” from the more general Hamiltontan 

H so =-&c sI X grad, V p 
21,1-c- t 

I (10) 

Since - grad, V IS the electrostdttc force Fi =---e~~ acttng on the zth electron, where et ts the 

electrtc field, we Lan wrtte 

30 =_“ec stxp, s*=-C pc>, E, 
2nw 1 t 

(11) 

where the electrtc dipole moment of the electron ts (e/%t%‘)s X p_ For an electron 

movmg across thts page from left to nghhr with spm “up” (out of the page). the electric 

moment ts dtrected toward the top of the page. meantn, 0 tltat the electron is more nega- 

ttve toward the bottom of the page Thts IS an energeettcally stable sttuatton I! there IS a 

postttve charge (the nucleus) toward the bottom of the page (Ftg I, left side) 11 Instead 

the sptn 1s “down”. the direction of the electrtc moment IS reversed. creattng an energet- 

tcally unstable situation tf there is. as before. a positive chxge towdrd the bottom oi the 
page (Ftg I, rto&ht stde) It should be noted that the dtpoie moment of a charged spectes IS 

ortgtn-dependent and can thus have any value, including zero tf the ortgtn IS tA\crt at the 

center of charge Since linear momentum ts ortgtn-Independent, the ortgtn for the dipole 

moment m eqn (1 1) dppedrs to be the ortgtn for the sprtt angular momentum s 
Followtng the analysts of Blume and Watson t5, based on the earlier work of Horte I’, 

consider an atom or ton wtth a stngle unfilled shell outstde J number of Llosed shells, .ts IS 

the case wtth transttton metdl tons The nuclear term tn eqn (9) wtll contatn ,I s.tmmatton 

Coord. Chern Rev., 8 (1972) 
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!%U-&%lT COUFUHG AND THE ELECTRIC thPOE Mr*aNT OF ME &EClRON 

v 
(a) W 

SW Areawn MOMENTUM UP SPIN AIWJLbJl MCMNTUM Dowi 

ORelrnL . 11 DOWN OmTAL ” II DOWN 

6d3?=TIUUY STnBcE ENERGEmr UNsmLE 

Fig 1 An lllustratlon of spm-orblt couphng tar an electron m the field of a posltlve charge m terms 
of the relatwstx clectm dipole moment of the electron (eqn. (11)) The posItwe Lharge IS at the cen- 
ter of the circle and the motion IS tahen clochwse for (a) spm angular momentum up, electric moment 
pomtmp away trom nucleus and (b) spm angular momentum down, electric moment pomtmg toward 
nucleus The electron charge IS not shown, onI> the dipole moment 

over electrons m the closed shells and a summatton over electrons m the open shell The 

first group makes no rrer contrrbutton to the energy due to a cancellatron of postttve and 

negative terms so that nuclear contrrbuttons to the spin-orbtt energy arrse only from the 

open shell electons. The summatton over electron pans m the second term of eqn (9) ~111 

consist of three parts (a) terms from electrons of whtch both are m either the same or dtf- 

ftirent closed shells, (b) terms from electrons one of whrch 1s m the open shell, (c) terms 

from electrons of which both are m the open shell The sum of all contrtbutt?ns of the 

first type will be zero, again by a cancellatton of positive and negattve contrtbutrons The 

sum over closed shells of all contrtbuttons of the second type for a gtven outer shell elec- 

tron yields a contrtbutton m form like that from the nucleus but of oppostte sign, thus 

representrng a screentng of the nuclear charge whtch acts to reduce the couphng constant 

We can then write 

The quantity cc thus represents the strength of the spin-orbrt couplmg for an outer electron 

m the Coulomb field of a nucleus shielded by closed inner shells 

It has been shown that a part of the second term, representing mteractrons between 

electrons that are both in the unfilled shell, can be represented as an effective oneelectron 

couphng Modtfytng 5 to include this part of the second term, and then rgnortng the restd- 

ual two-electron contrtbuttons, whrch do not contain addrttve terms whose matrix ele- 

ments are proportronal to I: f sr, we obtain 
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outer 

% = 3“ c r, sr 

The residual mteractlons omitted tn eqn (13) do, however, contrlbute as much as 10% 

of the total of an mteractlon assumed to be of the form AL- S. which describes first-order 

(adgOna1) spin-orblt sphttmgs In Russell-Saunders couplmg. Such a contrlbutlon Indl- 

cates the magmtude of the error 111 obtammg “experimental” values i” from the i-and6 A 

wa the relation 3‘ = 3S I X I, particularly when 5’ and eqn (13) are used to evaluate off- 

diagonal matrix elements A theoretlcal value of X may be obtained ” from dmgonal matrix 
elements of eqn. (12) in a Russell-Saunders basis, thus mcludmg all two-electron terms cor- 

rectly to first-order 

Some example of the values (all m cm-l) computed I5 from atomic SCF radial funL- 
tlons are hsted m Tables 1 and 2. For SC II, 3d’, with no summation over outer electrons, 
the values of c,, <’ and X are ldentlcal For Mn II, 3d5, X IS not computed as no first-order 
LandCsphttmg IS observed for the half-filled shell For Cu II, 38, cc = 866,{’ = 826 and 

x = -830, showmg that the srngle hole differs from a smgle electron Although the dlffer- 

ence between 5’ and 2SI h I= 1 X i for Cu I* 1s small, the difference 1s greater for Cr 1*1,3,$ 

wlth<‘=292andh=91 (2SIXI=3h=273) 

If a molecule 1s consldered instead of an atom, the spm-orblt Hamlltoman 1s s:m&r to 

cqn. (9), but with a nuclear contrlbutlon that 1s 

Hso(nuclear) = 
e” c z, c 'IK~'I 

h2c2 K I 'IK 

TABLE 1 

Spm-orblt couplmg par.uncters’ ’ lrom SCI radial tunctwn\ tor dlvJcnt tran\ltlon metal low 
-~ ______ -~_- ___ -_-- 

Ion Contlguratlon r (nuLlear) S-, r ’ A xc A (ohs )d 
- --_ ~___ --_--__----__-~ 

193 8.5 7 85 7 857 0 79 
275 126 126 61 4 59-61 
370 186 184 57 13 56 
484 262 358 59 22 54-61 
622 342 333 
773 440 426 -114 30 -94 to -109 
953 560 539 -189 28 -166 to -186 

1162 702 672 -343 14 -303 to -340 
1399 866 862 -830 4 -829 

(14) 

u All values are in cm -’ and tat&n tram ret (15) 
b g-(nuclear) IS ri contribution from unshtcldcd nucleus S, = ~(nu&ar) plu~ shwldmg terms tram closed 

mner shells, r’ = S-, plus shleldmg terms from other d electron>, whdc A IS obwncd tram dlagondl . 
matrix elements of eqn ( 12) 

= ay=r - 2Slhl 
d Observed v,ducs tar free Ions 

Cmrd-Chem Rev, 8 (1972) 
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TABLE 2 

Spm-orblt couplmp parameters cI from SCT radial functions for trwalent transltlon metal ions 

Ion Configuration g (nuclear) h A@ h(obs ) 

T,III 3d’ 328 159 1.59 159 0 154 
433 220 219 106 7 104-106 
556 296 292 91 19 88- 97 
700 388 380 a7 32 83- 92 
871 499 486 

o All values are in cm -’ and arc taken from ref. (1.5) 
b ay = c’ - 2SI hJ 

where ‘,K IS the distance of the Ith electron from the Kth nucleus wth charge Z,d, IrK 1s 

the operator for orbital angular momentum of the zth electron about the Kth nucleus and 

the sunnnatlon IS over both electrons and nuclei The spm-orbit couphng m a molecule 

can then be approximated by an effective one-electron mteractron of the form m eqn. (13) 

but contammg a nuclear contrrbutron as m eqn (14) It should be noted that {(nuclear) 

for a molecule IS different from that for an atom even If the wave functions are assumed 

to be the same. as m a crystal field model of transitron metal complexes Thus even with 

purely 3d orbltals, eqn (14) mvolves a summation over &and nuclei m addltlon to the 

centra1 Ion nucleus, although the &and contrlbutlorls are expected to be small because ot 

the (rz&’ factors when the electron is centered on the metal ion and K is a hgand nucleus 

More important, however, IS the fact that the total orbital angular momentum IS not a good 

quantum number for molecules 

D EFFECTS OI- SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING ON SPECTRAL INTENSITIES 

We have pointed out “, as have others 11S18*19, that the dipole length operator R 1s vahd 

for descrlbmg electric dipole mtensltles m systems where spin-orbit coupling IS important 

However, rf a representation m terms of momentum matrix elements 1s desired instead, the 

correct operator, when eqn (13) holds, 1s 

rz = c xl = c [p, + --&s, X grad, V] 
1 I 2mc- 

(1% 

where the summation 1s over electrons. p, IS the linear momentum operator for the ith 

electron, and --grad, Iris the electrostatic force acting on the zth electron The transforma- 

tion to matrix elements of R follows from the commutation relation 

dR 
= = )?z dt = 

-lm [R,H] 
iZ 

(1’3) 

where the total Hamdtoman H contams Hso as m eqn (13) (If V m eqn (15) 1s identified 

with the Hartree potential energy 111 a many-electron atom, our ldentlficatron of x wth 
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Hso m eqn. (13) should be made mstead wrth the Watson-Blume parameter &= 

(e2/2rn2c2 ) ( a V/r ar >, whrch does not contam exchange contnbut’rons.) 

Smce 5~ IS III part spin-dependent, the operator can connect basis states of different spin 

Thus m the momentum operator representation of the mtensrty, the spm-orbrt coupling 

need not mix states m order to make spur-forbidden transrtrons allowed Frequently the 

question 1s asked from what spur-allowed transrtron rs the mtensrty borrowed for a spm- 
forbidden transrtron3 It IS important to realize that although the question IS sometimes 

useful, the answers are artrficral, for they depend not only on the basis set chosen to rep- 
resent the unperturbed states having an aIlowed transition, but also upon the operator for 
the radiative process An illustration of thus dependence 1s given m the next sectron 

Chru ” has made a thorough analysrs of the operators for radratrve transrtrons and has 

concluded that all relatrvrsttc effects, non-conservative electromagnetrc forces derrvable 

from a vector potentral, non-Hermitran terms, correctrons due to small-component spmors. 

etc , can be grouped together rnto an “effective” transrtron momentum neft , whrch m gen- 

eral 1s different from the linear momentum pI, but which like 1~ m eqn. (15) IS related to 

m(dR/dr) and to R via eqn (16), thus provrdrng the gencrahzatron of our result. HIS anal- 

ysis exphcrtty considers the drpolar spur-spur mteractton, spur-other-orbrt couphng, as 

well as the direct mteractton of the spm wrth the magnetic part of the radratron field The 

Iatter mteractron, not being derivable from a vector potentral. must be mcluded as a sep- 

arate transrtron operator Chm gives an extensive hstmg of spur-dependent operators for 

direct AS = f 1 radiative transrtrons, together with numerical estimates of their importance 

relative to the usually considered Indirect spur-orbit processes mvolvmg the mrutng of 

wave functions of drffermg spur These operators arise from the follownrg mteractrons 

(Q) Spm-own-orbit effect, identical to the spm part of R (eqn (15)) hdvtng odd spatial 

panty, and typical size 21 (matrix element squared) of 8 8 X 1 O- 33 for direct AS = + 1 

transitron 

(b) “Ordmary“ spm radiation coupling, havmg odd spatial parity and typical size of 

86X IO-j7 

(c) Correctron for small-component sptnors, having odd spatial parity and typrcal size 

of 2 1 x 10-37 

(d) Spin-own-orbrt effect, having even spatral panty. like the term rn ret 17. but wrth- 

out the symmetrrzatron to separate magnetic drpole part from electrtc quadrupole part, 

and typical size of 8 1 X 1O-3g 

(e) Spin-other-orblt couphng, having even spatlal parity, and typical sloe of 6 1 X 1 O-30 

By compartson he estmiates the typical size of the usual indirect transitton strength wth 

odd parity operator to be 2 1 X 10e3’ (b ased on spm-orblt matrlv element of 100 cm-l 

and energy gap of IO5 cm-l ), whde that wth even parity operator ” ts 1 9 X 1 O-37 

As an example consider a transttlon from the mostly 6Ss ground state +. of a gaseous 
Mn I1 or Fe II1 ton to an excited sptn quartet of the same &I5 configuratlon We write 

rEO =“sg +dP; 
PP; IH,, 1%) 

(y=- - 2 

@P$) - Ep$) 
(17) 

Oord. Ch2nt Rev., 8 (1972) 
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where the effect of 1y on the normall~tion is Ignored. Here fy = L& </(7B + 7C) = -2,6X 1 o-2 
for c = 350 cm-t and repulsion parameters of B = 960 cm-r and C = 3325 cm -I The 
spin-orbrt couphng operator fY= is taken here m the form of eqn. (13) Electric drpole 
transtttons are forbrdden, but there IS a spm-orbit aflowed magnetic drpole transitron to 
the mostly “P$ state +, where 

thus 

For the specrfic component of the ground state %vith MS =MJ = -$, the magnetrc moment 
of 6% 5 IS -51i, that of 4Ps 
z co&&&t, with Aif = A&f:= 

s IS -4fr, so that, droppmg terms in o?, we have for the 
-$ (+u 1 L + 2s 16, > = CY?? In this atomrc example there IS 

also the AJ= -I magnetrc dipole transrtlon from 6S~ to 4Ps, but no transrtrons m thrs order 
of perturbation theory to “D, 4F, 4G, or to any of tl?e spm tdoublets of 3d5 

Considering next a tetrahedral Mn I1 or Fe II1 complex, such that the parity forbrddeness 
for electrrc dipole processes IS overcome, we write 

where the summation IS over the three cubic Reid 4Tl elgenstates, each m turn taken as 
superposrtlons of either strong field (tz4e, fT3e2 and tz’e3) or weak field C4P, 4F and 4G) 
basts states, and the o+ are analogous to LY mkqn (I 7) Ignoring ail other spm-orbit mlxmgs 
except those mvolvrng the ground state, 

for r‘ ‘AZ. E or 7’, Smce R transforms as 7’, m the group T,, the transitron to 4A 1 IS for- 
brdden m thus order For transltrons to a mo&y4TJ1 state 1”$, where 

we have 

(23) 

where we have used the fact that diagonal elements of R are zero m symmetry Tb- 
We can also write 
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(.l;olrI’E1)=(6A,1x14r)+C cl,(4Tt’iYc1‘v) (24) 
I 

where the spm-dependent part of x directly connects 6,4, to 4r, but only for r = T2 III 

group Td, the expression for tranutions to mostly 4Tl states w-111 be hke eqn. (21), but with n 
replacmg R. 

The magnetic dipole matrix elements, ldentrcal for Td and Olz symmetries If purely 

3d wave functions are assumed (the latter symmetry havmg no electric dipole matrix 

elements for d-d transitions barrmg vlbromc mechanisms) are readily determined as 

for r = A t , E and T2, with the transition to 4A 2 forbldden, and where the spatially m- 
dependent S does not connect different spatial states For f’ = T, 

+ c CY~(~T,‘IL i4TIl)+termsmcu-) 
I+J 

(26) 

A detailed treatment of the magnetic dipole spectrum of octahedral Mn I1 complexes has 

been gven 4*10, m which the above expressions are modified to include effects of the or- 

thorhomblc crystalline tields and exchange field .n antlferromagnetlc MnF2 

in summary, the types of contrlbutlons of the matrix elements for either electric dipole 

or magnetic dipole spm-forbldden transltlons are (a) a term proportional to the product 

of a spin-orbit mlxmg LoefficIent and the diagonal electric or magnetic moment of the 

mittal unperturbed state, (b) a term as m (a), but for the final unperturbed state, (c) a 

term proportional to the product of a spin--orbIt mlxmg coeffklent times an off-diagonal 

electric or magnetic moment involving the mittal unperturbed state, (d) a term as in (c), 

but for the final unperturbed state, (e) a term mvolvmg the direct couplmg of the rcnper- 

turbed states of differing spin 
Our examples have illustrated all of these except (cl) which for Mn I1 complexes might 

mvolve the spm-orbIt mlxmg of spm sextets other than the 6S of 3d5 into the excited 

quartets Such sextets m&t arise from charge transfer configuratlons or higher energy 

atomic configuratlon as 3d4 4s’ Although the spm-orblt couphng III a many-electron 

atom or molecule IS approximately represented by eqn (13), several studies 13* I9 have 
indicated the mlportance of explicit konslderatlon of the two-electron contnbutlons, both 

m terms of the perturbation of wave functions and of the effect on the radlatlve operators 

for AS = f 1 transltlons. This conclusion LS not surprlsmg smce the two-electron terms are 

known to be very miportant m determining the line structure m gaseous ds ions ‘* and 

the spectral mtensitres for 7~ +x* transitions in aromatic hydrocarbons 23*2’. 

It 1s perhaps useful to point out the close amlla-ity of the spm-forbldden transitions 
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m ions with the half-filled configuration d5 to those for the configuration p3. exemplified 

byNor *I the latter bemg particularly important m gaseous nebulae such as in Orton 

The doubly forbidden emlsslons involving the “I@+ ground state are 

The transitmns from ZPo become magnetic dtpole and electric quadrupole allowed by 

simple spin-orbit mixmg. but not those from ?D”, which are satlsfactorlly accounted 

for ‘* only when the perturbation of the wave functions by the spin-spm and spin-other - 

orbit mteractlons IS considered 

In summary we see that the principal chdractertsttcs of spin-forbidden transltions m- 

duced by spin-orbit coupling are their weakness relative to spin-allowed trannttons, but 

with a strength strongly dependent upon the atomic numbers of the atoms m the mole- 

cule The latter 1s often called the “heavy atom” effect, and is very famlhar to spectro- 

scoprsts of nubstltuted 7r-electron systems I3 

An aspect of the couphng that has now received thorough theoretlLa1 treatment ” but 

on!y limited apphcatlon so far to the mterpretatlon of spectra 1s the direct couphng of 

states of dlffermg spm by those spin-dependent radiative operators appropriate to systems 

with spin-orbit interactions Finally we shall not review m detail the spectra of mdlvldual 

ions or comple\es, but instead refer the reader to the excellent reviews hsted under ref 1 

I: EXCHANGE COUPLING AND THE SPECTRA Or ION PAIRS 

Whereas spin-orbit Louplmg is necessary for electric or magnetic dipole radiative tran- 

sltions between e!eLtromc states of dlffermg spm of either gaseous ions or mononuclear 

complexes. there IS another mechanism possible for bmuclear complexes and larger aggre- 

grates of pzamagnetlc ions, mcludmg infinite sohd arrays This mechamsm Is a mamfesta- 

tion of the exchange mteractlon so familiar from Its magnetic consequences However, the 

unplicattons for spectral intensities have only recently become appreciated and understood. 

It should be recalled that the exchange mte:actlon 1s basically electrostattc rather than 

magnetic 111 Its nature, and that It frequently mvolves 26 not only the two-electron “ex- 

change” mtegral itself, but also contrtbutlons from electron kmetlc energy, electron nuclear 

attraction and differences m two-electron Coulomb integrals 

Exchange coupled ion pairs m cryst.lls were first observed optxally by Schawlow et al 27 

for Cr II1 m A1703 T!ley demonstrated the concentratron dependence of certain satelhte 

lines in the redemlsslon from the ?E state to the 4A, ground state. 

Later McClure ” observed the absolptlon by Mn fi pairs m ZnS Although some of the 

struCture attrrbuted to patrs appears to be ZnS phonon sldebands instead 2p*30, the con- 

centration stu&es did mdicate one of the most Important spectral features of ion pairs. 

namely a pronounced mtensificatton by the ex&ange interaction for those transitions that 

are spm-forbldden in Isolated Ions or mononuclear complexes This property was then 
clearly demonsrrated by concentration studies 3* of Mn I1 III K&F,, m which the absorp- 
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tlon mtensitles per Ion for the pair spectra are comparable to those for pure KMnF3, but 

an order of magmtude greater than those for smgle Mn *I ions in very low concentration 
. 

(1 2 mole %) m KZnF3. A slmllar mtenslficatlon was observed 32 by a correlation of mten- 

slty to crystal structure for a wide variety of pure Mn *I salts The intensity is relatively 

great whenever the Mn fl - ions are separated by a single hgand atom as m the obvious cases 

of MnS (NaCI structure) and MnClz (CdCl, structure), and rn the less obvious case of 

MnCO, (CaCO, structure) where one oxygen of a C031- unit serves as a bridge. Other 

bridgmgs, as via O-S-O of SOb2- m MnS04. 4H20, are less effective_ The intensity IS 

relatively weak for pure salts having discrete complexes, such as cls-Mn(OH2)qC1Z m 

MnC12 .4H,O, tvans-h~n(OH,),C142- tn Cs,MnCI, 2H,O, dnd bln(OH2)62+ tn 
Mn(ClO& 6H20 or MnSlFi - 6H20 The presence or absence of a center of mverslon 

symmetry at the MnI* site affects the m’tenslty to a lesser extent than the presence of 

nearby Mnir ions, thus supportmg the hypothesis of an exchange-dependent mtenslty 

mechamsm 
Slmllar mtenaficatlons have been found for N1 I1 pairs 33 and mixed NI *I - Mn I1 

palrs 31--36 m the fluoride perovskltes provided that one monitors the spin-forbidden 

transltlons of either the N1 Ii or Mn I1 ions However. the spm-allowed crystal-field transl- 

tlons of NI I1 obey Beer’s law 

The understanding of the nature of the exchange-dependent intensity mechanism has 

come largely from the many recent detailed studies of the spectra of antlferromagnetlc 

salts such as MnF, and RbMnF3 In such materials the devlatlon m the orlentatlon of the 

spin of an ion in its ground electronic state from the orientation preferred by the cooper- 

ative exchange interactions can propagate through the lattice as a spm-wave, with such an 

excitation called a “magnon” There are three related processes that have been observed 

to occur m MnF, and slmdar materials 

(a) The far &a-red (- 100 cm-‘) electric dipole absorption leadmg to the creation of 

two magnons for each photon 37 -” 

(b) The vlslble and UV electric dipole absorption leading to the creation of one magnon 

and one exclton (an electronic excltatlon) for each photon 42-so_ 

(c) The UV electric dipole absorption leading to the creation of two excltons for each 

photon This IS described as a two-ion excitation and IS revealed by the presence of elec- 

tronic overtone and combmatlon bands wth energies gwen closely but not exactly by the . 

appropriate sum of the single-ion excitation energes ” -s3 0 
Antiferromagnets such as MnF2 can be described m terms of a two sub-lattice model, 

one sub-lattice with “up” spins, and the other with “down” spm Neutron diffraction of 

tetragonal MnF, (rutlle structure) reveals this type of magnetic ordering. with each ion 

with spin “up” and parallel to the crystal c axis being surrounded by eight ions with spin 

“down”, but also parallel to c There are also two mtrd-sub-lattice neighbors of the same 

spm along the c axiT. Letting A denote an Ion of one sub-lattice and L3 a nexghbormg ion 

on the second sub-lattice, we see that each of the processes listed above IS basically a two- 

ion process, with similar but not identical spin selectlon rules, as shown m Table 3 The 

two-magnon excitation, m which the total spin of each ion 1s umhanged, consists of an 
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TABLE 3 

Spm selectmn rules for exchange-dependent excltatlons.= 

AsA AbfA A% “MB AS AM 

Tuo-magpon 0 21 0 71 0 0 

Exclton + magnon b *l +l @ T1 0 0 

Tso-ewlton *l +I 51 il 0 0 

a S = S + S M z M + M where Y IS the ergenvalue of S, 
b Ion &arbitBrhrlly selkted E have the electromc evcitatlon 

tncrease in the z-component of the spm for one Ion coupled to a decrease for the other, 

such that the sum M = MA +MB IS unchanged Specrtically for Mn Ii, we have 

Sub-lattice A S, = 5, MA = +$. SA = $, hfi = + $ 

Sub-lattrce B S, = $, MB = -5, S, = $, M; = _ + 
(28) 

where AS = AM = 0 The mitral values of M of +$- and -$ for the two sub-lattices reflect 

the difference rn the orrentatron of the spins Further detarls of pure magnon spectra he 

outsrde the scope of this article. 

The excrton plus magnon process IS rdentrcal to the above with respect to the M quantum 

numbers, but the total electronic spin of one ton changes, correspondmg to a spm-forbidden 

electronic excltatlon of that Ion It should be emphasized that such an excrtatron is spm- 

forbrdden only for the single ran or mononuclear complex (AS, = + 1), but not for the 

par Thdt is, we see m Table 3 that AS = AM = 0 for this process just as for the two-magnon 
process. For Mn 11, 

Sub-lattice A. S, = $. MA = +$. Sk =$, MA = + $ 

Sub-lattice B S, =$, MB = -$, Sb =%, MB = -$ (29) 

The possible initial values of S are grven by the vector sum of SA and SB, and are 

0, 1,2,3,4 and 5, whrle the possible final values of S are grven by the vector sum of S,’ 

and Su, and are I,?, 3,4. Thus transrtrons from any mitral pair spur state other than S = 0 

or 5 can satisfy AS = 0 The pair spectra of Mn rr m KZnF3 referred to earlier were inter- 

preted 31 m terms of thus selection rule. Such a pair process corresponds m the magnetrcally 

ordered mfiiite array to the creation of an excrton on one magnetic sub-lattice and the 

creation of a magnon on the other sub-lattice (or the destructron of both in the corre- 

spondmg emission process)_ By contrast the creatron or destruction of an excrton and a 

magnon on the same sub-lattice results m change of +2 m the M quantum number and IS 

hence a forbidden process, as weak if not weaker than the very weak magnetic drpole pure 

excrton transittons that are observed lo* SQ near the orrgm of the strong excrton-magnon 
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sldebands in MnF,. Other AM = 0 processes which are observed are the two-sub-lattice 

exciton creatron wrth magnon destruction (absorptron hot bands) at surtably elevated tem- 

peratures ” (app roxrmately 30°K) and the correspondmg emrssron process of exclton de- 

struction and magnon creation, which leaves the system magnetically excited. Sell So has 

reviewed the experimental observatrons for varrous magnetrcally ordered salts of Cr *II, 

Mn U, Fe II, Co 1l and Nr I1 

There have been a number of detailed theoretical treatments of the cooperattve mtenslty 

mechanism 37* 4’V49* 56--59. Several of the studies have been concerned with selectron rules 

41V49Y 58 appropriate to the magnetically ordered crystal, others have considered the nature 

of the couplmg mechanrsm 37~56--59 g~vmg rise to the intensity, whde others have been con- 

cerned wrth the mterpretatlon of the shapes ‘% sg-6i of the exclton-magnon s&bands 

While the selection rules are independent of the particular couphng mechanism, the band 

shapes are not, the latter thus providmg an experimental check for theones of the nature 

of the couplmg. Two lfferent mechanrsms have been proposed, each being a special case 

of the general theory due to Dexter 62 for the simultaneous excltatlon of a pair of ions 

One approach 37* 56 mvolves a multipole expansion of the Cou!omb interaction between 

paus of ions, with emphasis on the couplmg of the electric dipole moment of one ion to ’ 

the spin-orblt induced electric quadrupole moment of the other ion The other approach 

(refs 57-59) IS independent of spin-orbit couplmg and mvolves mstead exchange terms arising 

from the Coulomb mteractron. Detaded studies of the closely related two-magnon spectrum 

of MnF, suggest that the exchange mechamsm dommates m that case The spin-orblt-qua- 

drupole mechanism mvolves mixing ~tb even parity excited states which he only 

1000-2000 cm-l above the ground state for Fe I1 in FeF2, but approximately 20,000 cm-’ 

for Mn I1 m MnF2. Thus two-magnon mtensltles m FeF, might be expected to be four 

orders of magnitude greater than for MnF, (the energy denommator enters to &he fourth 

power 37*56). By contrast, the experimental intensities are comparable, which is compatible 

with the expectations of an exchange mechanism, this mvolving odd parity excited states 

occurrmg at simrlar energies for the two salts It seems reasonable to assume that this ex- 

change mechanism is responsible for the cooperative mtenslfication observed for many Mn u 

salts as well as for both hke and unhke paxrs of ions 

It IS important to note that the famrhar Helsenberg scalar interaction 

H=JS; S, (30) 

where S, IS the total spm of ion A and S, 1s the total spm of ion B, cannot account for 

these observatrons as the above Hamdtoman not only commutes with S2 and M, but also 

wnth SA2 and S, 2. Thus the pair states have the total spm of each ion as good quantum 

numbers, which will not change during a radiative process unless spin-orbit couplmg 1s 

present. K such couphng is present, so that AS, = f 1, the pair selection rule becomes 

AS = 0, -t I, with observed pair spectra 3’* 35T 36*52 Instead we must approach 57-s9 the 

super-exchange coupling from the more fundamental equation 
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where the sulnmatlon IS over electron parrs, wrth 

(32) 

For ground-state Ions, Hund’s rule grves S, = nAsl A, where pzA IS the number of magnetrc 
electrons Ion A Therefore eqn (3 1) can be rewnt ten 

(33) 

whrch serves as a detimtton ofJ tn eqn. (30) m terms of the rndrvldual contr&utlons Jg 

whrch differ for drfferent paus of orbrtals However, the Helsenberg form cannot be ob- 
tamed from eqn (3 1) when one eon IS m an exctted state wrth a spur less than that of the 
ground state In such a case the couphng of the tons destroys the total spm of each ton 

as good quantum numbers The exchange-dependent electric drpole transitron moment 
fiefs 57-59) is found to have a form slmdar to eqn- (31), wrth parameters contauung mforma- -_ 
tlon about odd parrty excited states, such as charge-transfer states, whrch are necessary 
for the mtenslty mechanism 

The remammg electrrc dipole process observed rn salts such as MnF2 IS the sunultaneous 
excrtation of two ions, also called twoexclton creation 51--53 By analogy with eqns. (28) 

and (29) we have 

Sub-lattrce A SA =$, MA = +$, SA’ =+, &fh = +$. 

Sub-tdttrce B 5, =$, ICI, =-+, sR’=+, Mb=_3 (34) 

These excrtattons may also be called electromc overtones and combmatlons. The energres 
are-close to the approprrate sums of smgle exciton energtes, rf one IS careful to subtract 
any magnon energies (-- 50 crd ) from the latter. Such transltzons were first observed ” 
in rhe excrtation spectrum of Pr uI (4f2) doped into LaCl,, and provrded the strmulation 

for Dexter’s general theoretrcal treatment ” f o p an excitations Very similar mteractrons 
(refs 64,65) are observed m the spectrum of gaseous 0, at hrgh pressures, as this molecule 
possesses a half-fibed I+_,? configuratron grvmg rrse to spmn- and panty-forbidden absorpttons 
from the 3Xc ground state 

Many systems other than the simple fluorides have now been studled Detaded results 
for several hydrated Mn it salts mcludmg CsMn& - 2H,O, MnC12 3H10, and 
MnS04 4H20 have been reported by Marzzaco and McClure 66_ Cooperattve mtenslfica- 
tions and pair excrtatlons have been reported by Schugar et al. 67-69 for bmuclear Fe JR 
complexes in aqueous soIutlon. Gray i+o reviews this and related work together with its 
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biologcal lmplicatlons The emsslon spectra of coupled Cr II1 and Eu II1 Ions have been 

studied by van der Zrel and Van Utert “, while Ferguson and Guggenheml report electron- 
transfer states of parrs of unhke transition metal Ions m perovsklte fluorides Dubicla and 

Martm have studred the binuclear acid and basrc rhodo salts 73 of Cr III, as well as the 

trmuclear Cr I11 and Fe 111 basic acetates 74. 

In summary it appears that whenever a specres (free Ion, dlatomlc molecule, or mono- 

nuclear complex) has very weak spin- and panty-forbldden electromc excitations, such as 

found, but not exclusively, mth half-filled shells, that small or large aggregates of such 

species ~111 display exchange-dependent spectral mtenslficatmns (break-down of Beer’s 
law) together with the appearance of electromc overtone and combmatlon bands It further 

seems reasonable to suggest that the latter represent the true nature of many transrtlons 

prevrously assigned as charge-transfer for the lack of a better explanation. 
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